
I’ve often wondered what it would be like to have synaesthesia.  Not the kind where you see colour when you hear a sound, but another configuration; 
something conceptual, environmental, as well as physiological.  For example, I know someone who said she once tasted cinnamon in her mouth when 
she learnt long division in primary school.  Such a disturbance of the senses must be possible, and so how would it be, to experience colour as touch?  
How overwhelming would it be?

Western thought has been obsessed by the complexity of the relationship between the senses, thought, and materiality for thousands of years.  The 
authors of the Bible in the third century AD, under the influence of Classical Greek scholarship that privileged the notion of empiric observation, had a 
problem with the event of the Annunciation in which Mary saw the angel Gabriel.  How can you see an angel, they thought; something that has no 
physical materiality?  The discussion was eventually settled with the assertion that the event was a portent, allowing for the notion that ‘the word 
became flesh’.

This potential for ideas to become materially manifest is fascinating.  This is why so many Annunciation paintings have been produced over the 
centuries.  Then there is the other favourite of painters of the Christian narrative; ‘Noli me tangere’ (‘Touch me not.’), where Mary Magdalene meets 
Jesus after the Crucifixion, and where he warns her off touching him.  Seeing is believing, but touch is problematic.

The relationship between the phenomena of sight, materiality, touch, and space, is complex.  The interwoven relationships that existed between such 
phenomena, in terms of their role within ritual practices, were neutered and severed through the Modernist conception of distinctions of difference 
(which, it has to be acknowledged, go back to Aristotle.)  However, late 20th century philosophy and aesthetics has witnessed a return to complexity 
and a collapsing of distinctions of difference.   Postmodernism, and more recently, Neo-Baroque, it can be argued, are manifestations of that.  The 
artists of the 17th century Baroque era really didn’t care about the problem of seeing angels.  They sought to collapse distinctions between physical and 
metaphysical realms, and celebrated the complexity of the senses.  This is what Zoe Kirkwood is dealing with here--an abundance of experiences that 
overwhelm and disturb the body’s engagement with space through something akin to a synaesthetic melding of the senses.

So how might it be to be touched by colour?  How might it be to be able to differentiate colours on the basis of their interaction with our skin—not just 
our fingers and hands, but our whole body?  The term ‘haptic’ comes to mind here.  It refers to touch in all its complexity—not just that which we 
experience at the tip of our fingers, but something more holistic, across our whole body; dryness, moisture, temperature, weight, the texture of our 
clothes, the vibration of traffic, an awareness of the gentle movement of air across our face.  It can relate to the overall sensations that our bodies 
experience when immersed within particular environments.  Immersion is of itself a really beautiful idea.  It’s to do with how we melt into the world.  
And it’s to do with how ideas come  out and touch us in the lived in space that we occupy.  

TOUCHING SEEING



While it predates the Baroque period by about three hundred years, there is an interesting statue in Prague Cathedral of St Wenceslas.  He stands 
looking at us with his back to a wall.  Seen by us, but not by him, are two angels one on either side.  They look out to us and gesture in commen-
dation—him to us.  The angels are on/in the wall, on/behind the surface of representation, while he is in our space—or us in his.  Through the 
gesture of commendation and the connecting of the gaze, the threshold that St Wenceslas stands upon disappears.  You could say that immersion 
isn’t just the idea that we move into an imaginary space, but that our lived in space is populated with the imaginary.  Like Damiel and Cassiel, the 
two angels from Wim Wenders 1987 film Wings of Desire, the imaginary moves around us, listening in on our thoughts, moving us without our 
knowing.  It is haptic and synaesthetic, though it operates below the liminal.

Although paradoxical, the key principle of sculpture—figurative or not—is that of movement.  That’s what gives it an internal life and causes us to 
respond to it as if it were more than an everyday object (even if it is an everyday object).  If you hold a small work in your hand, it’s the movement 
of your hand that brings the work ‘to life’ triggering a ‘living response’ affect.  Similarly if we walk in and around a space in which works are 
located, it’s our movement that triggers this response.  We perform the works, and they, us.  So, what is the affect of colour?  Is it loud?  Does it 
hurt?  What is its shape?  How does it perform us?  Where am I going with this?  Here.  Stand in something resembling a shed in a suburban back 
yard.  Open your eyes.  What is moving around you?  What’s happening to the surface of your skin?  
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